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Abstract. Some environmentally sensitive unsaturated zone sediments, such as those underlying
radioactive waste tanks in Hanford (Washington State), contain large fractions of gravels and
coarse sands. Coarse, granular media are also included in designs of engineered capillary barriers
for subsurface waste isolation. Thus, knowledge of the unsaturated hydraulic properties of
gravels is needed to understand flow and transport in these critical settings. When standard
methods for measuring moisture characteristics or water retention relations are used for gravels,
corrections are needed in the near-zero region of matric (pressure) potentials. The need for
correction results from gravity-stratification of saturation profiles within sample columns. Such a
correction method was developed and used to determine drainage curves for Hanford gravels
having characteristic grain-sizes of 8.0-9.5, 4.8-5.3, and 2.0-2.4 mm. In 30 mm tall sample
columns, gravity-corrections were essential for the 9 and 5 mm gravels, and less significant for
the 2 mm gravel. Validity of the correction method was demonstrated through accurately
reconstructing average column saturation-potential relations from their predicted local
saturation-potential relations. The method and results presented here are part of an ongoing study
on Hanford gravels and on limits to classical unsaturated hydraulic scaling encountered at large
grain-sizes.
1. Introduction
Gravels and coarse sands make up significant portions of some environmentally
important sediments. For example, the Hanford formation vadose zone underlying radioactive
waste tanks in south-central Washington State contains substantial regions characterized as
coarse sands, gravelly sands, and sandy gravels [Rhoades et al., 1992]. Well-sorted, coarsetextured media are also main components in capillary barrier designs for minimizing seepage
through wastes buried in the subsurface [Conca et al., 1998]. Knowledge of moisture
characteristics or water retention relations is needed to predict hydrostatic conditions, as well as
flow and transport in these coarse unsaturated porous media. Although a number of methods are
available for determining moisture characteristic relations [Klute, 1986], measurements on
coarse sands and gravels in the intermediate saturation (S) range present challenges because
significant changes in saturation occur over matric head (h) intervals that are shorter than typical
column heights. The matric head at the top of a column of length L is exactly hb – L under
hydrostatic conditions, where hb is the matric head at the bottom of the column. At matric
potentials close to zero, the upper portion of an equilibrium gravel column can be significantly
less in saturation than the bottom portion. Thus, for measuring S(h) relations of very coarsetextured sediments, keeping the column height short is not only desirable for minimizing
approximately L2-dependent equilibration times [Klute, 1986], but also for minimizing
equilibrium S gradients. Since the column height needs to remain tall enough to include multiple
grain diameters, it can not be made short enough to yield insignificant saturation differences
along the vertical axis. Errors in associating average column S values to the desired S(h) relation
may be diminished by referencing the regulated h to the column's half-height elevation, but not
completely eliminated [Liu and Dane, 1995]. This problem is illustrated in an example shown in
Figure 1. An example exact S(h) drainage characteristic is shown as the solid curve. The whole
column average S(h) relation for a 30 mm tall system was then obtained as a moving average
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with 30 mm S(h) averaging, centered about the reference h. Errors associated with averaged S
values are especially large in the vicinity of highest water capacity, and become insignificant at
low saturation. At h = 0 mm, the average S value is 22% less than the true S(0 mm) in this
example. At h = -10 mm, the average S is 11% higher than the true S(-10 mm). Since such errors
are significant in themselves, and since they impart much larger errors for estimates of
unsaturated hydraulic conductivities, corrections for gravity-stratified saturation profiles are
important.
Several methods to obtain correct saturation-potential relations under these conditions
have been presented in recent years. Measurements of hydrostatic saturation profiles for water
and TCE, obtained by dual-energy gamma attenuation, were used to directly determine local
capillary pressure relations by Dane et al. [1992]. Similar tall-column profiling approaches have
been used in much earlier studies [Buckingham, 1907; Leverett, 1941; Luthin and Day, 1955],
albeit with less sophisticated technology. Liu and Dane [1995] developed a computational
method that accounts for density and gravity effects in fitting functional relations such as that of
Brooks and Corey [1964] to immiscible fluids. Schroth et al. [1996] developed a method based
on fitting the van Genuchten [1980] expression for the h-dependent volumetric water content to
numerically subdivided sample layers. More recently, Jalbert and Dane [2001] developed a very
general correction procedure that does not assume a particular functional form of the saturationpotential relation. In this paper, we present another approach to accounting for hydrostatic
saturation variations within vertical sample columns in the determination of moisture
characteristics. Our approach develops from the analogy between equilibrating samples on a
suction plate device and virtual translations of a reference sediment volume relative to a free
water surface. The resulting correction formulas are special cases of solutions given by Jalbert
and Dane [2001]. The method was applied to data from 3 gravel columns, to obtain gravitycorrected S(h) relations. The calculated S(h) relations were tested through comparisons of their
predicted hydrostatic column-integrated average values against their measured average
saturations.
2. Correction Method
Our analysis begins with assuming that a homogeneous sample of porous medium on a
suction plate [Haines, 1930] device is equivalent to a segment within an arbitrarily tall column of
the same material in equilibrium with a water table. For the case of desaturating a sample, the
reference tall column has also equilibrated by drainage from an initially saturated state.
Conversely, for the case of a saturating sample, the tall reference column has equilibrated via
capillary rise from an initially dry state. The drainage process within a sample on a suction plate
is then analogous to virtual displacements of a segment of porous medium up the vertical
(drained) column. Likewise, the wetting process within a sample is analogous to virtually
descending down the vertical (imbibition) column. In general, the volumetric water content at
any particular equilibrium condition is

∫

hb ( i)

V (i) = A θ
w

dh

w
h b (i ) − L

(1)
when the matric(pressure) head at the bottom surface is hb(i), A is the column cross-sectional
area, and θw is the volumetric water content.
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The correction procedure for initial drainage curves (Klute, 1986) will be developed here,
although it should be noted that the same procedure is applicable to main drainage and main
wetting curves. A specific example of progressive desaturation is shown in Figure 2. We start
with an initially fully saturated, 30 mm tall gravel column, with its horizontal mid-plane at h = 0
mm (Figure 2a). In this example, the pores at the top surface remain water saturated at hL = -15
mm. The matric head at the bottom of the column is next lowered from hB = +15 mm to hB = +10
mm, equivalent to a 5 mm upwards virtual translation of the sample relative to the water table.
The new equilibrium state is represented by the area outlined by the dashed line in Figure 2b, and
the volumetric outflow, ∆Vw(i,j), accompanying this change is represented by the shaded area
within the -30 < h < -25 mm range. The indices i and j refer respectively to initial and final states
of a single step change in h. Thus, the volumetric outflow resulting from this ∆h of –5 mm can
only be associated with the uppermost 5 mm of the 30 mm gravel column. From Eq. (1),

∫

hb ( i)

∆V (i, j ) = A θ
w

∫

hb ( j)

dh − A θ

w
hb (i ) − L

w
hb ( j) − L

dh
(2a)

∫

h ( i)
b

∫

h (j )
b

∆ V (i, j ) = nA S dh − nA S
w
h ( i) − L
b

dh

h ( j )− L
b

(2b)
where n is the total porosity and S is the water saturation. This subtraction eliminates the
common regions of the integrals contained within both initial and final states, i.e., the diagonalslashed area within Figure 2b, such that
∆V (i, j )
w

nA

=

∫

h ( i)
b

S dh −

h (j )
b

∫

h (i )− L
b

S

dh

h ( j )− L
b

(2c)
The first and second integrals on the RHS are associated with the saturations at the lower and
upper 5 mm regions that bound the common regions. Thus,
S (hb (i, j ) − L) = S (hb (i, j ))−

1 ∆Vw (i, j )
nA ∆h

(3a)

where ∆h = 5 mm, S(hb(i,j)-L) is the volume-averaged saturation within the upper 5 mm column
section, and S(hb(i,j)) is the volume-averaged saturation within the lower 5 mm column section.
The correction method is considered satisfactory when differences between calculated S(hb(i,j)L) and exact S(h) relations are of experimentally indistinguishable magnitudes. This will be
demonstrated later through reconstruction of measured column-averaged S(h) from integration of
calculated S(hb(i,j)-L). Note that this procedure more generally amounts to determining the
saturation within the upper column section (of thickness ∆h), based on knowledge of the
saturation within the bottom column section. When the nonwetting fluid density is negligible,
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and when only the first term in the summation is nonvanishing, the more general Eq. (21) of
Jalbert and Dane [2001] is equivalent to Eq. (3a) above. The higher terms in the Jalbert and Dane
[2001] summation vanish for the process described here because they represent the negligible
moisture capacity of a rigid porous medium at positive pressure potentials. Since the h = 0 plane
is still above the bottom column section, the latter saturation is unity, and
S (hb (i, j ) − L) = 1 −

1 ∆Vw (i, j )
nA ∆h

(3b)

The bottom of the column is equilibrated to progressively lower potentials, and associated
volumetric outflows are used to determine lower values of S(hb(i,j)-L) using Eq. (3b). Three
successive drainage equilibrations are shown in Figures 2b-2d, with their associated hb(i,j)-L and
S(hb(i,j)-L) values indicated by arrows. When hb(i,j) takes on values negative enough to cause
desaturation at the bottom section of the sample, Eq. (3a) must be used instead of Eq. (3b) since
S(hb(i,j)) is no longer unity. The S(hb(i,j)) used in subsequent calculations are obtained from
previous calculated S(hb(i,j)-L) values. Since this dependence on previously calculated S(hb(i,j)L) values imparts higher uncertainties for estimating lower values of saturation, a slightly
different correction approach for this region will be presented next.
After completing a sequence of drainage equilibration steps to a point where decreases in
matric head of magnitude ∆h impart negligible drainage, gravity-corrections can be applied in a
slightly different manner in the lower saturation region of the moisture characteristic. In this
region, greater local saturation changes occur within the lower section of the soil rather than in
the upper section. Thus, the upper section can be assigned a “residual” saturation value obtained
from column-averaged S at low h. We then apply the above calculations in reverse, moving in ∆h
increments back towards higher S in order to determine the saturation within the bottom 5 mm
segment of the sample. This procedure is illustrated in Figure 3, with the calculated saturation in
the bottom 5 mm segment obtained from

(

) (

)

S h (i, j ) = S h (i, j ) − L +
b

b

1 ∆Vw (i, j )
nA ∆h

(4)

Thus, in this case the saturation within the bottom section (∆h in thickness) is determined based
on known, negligibly changing S within the overlying region. This result is a special case of Eq.
(24) in Jalbert and Dane [2001], for reasons similar to those discussed previously, with the only
difference being that here we reference insignificant capacitance of the residual saturation region
rather than the fully saturated region of the water retention curve. Since these Eq. (4) calculations
build on "residual" saturation values, S(hb(i,j)-L), that only vary slightly with h, they are more
reliable than Eq. (3a) when applied to the lower saturation range. Thus the best approach
combines Eq. (3a,b) and (4) for the high and low saturation ranges, respectively.
3. Experimental Materials and Methods
The gravel samples were obtained from the Hanford Site in south-central Washington
State. These Hanford formation gravels and sandy gravels were deposited during cataclysmic
floods released from Pleistocene ice-dammed lakes. Samples were excavated from Site 218-E12B, in the north-east corner of the 200-East Area [Rhoades et al., 1992]. Gravels were sieved
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into 8.0-9.5, 4.8-5.3, and 2.0-2.4 mm size fractions for testing of approximately monodisperse
media. These three samples will be referred to as 9, 5, and 2 mm gravels, respectively. The
overall shapes of the gravels were similar, having sphericities of about 0.7 and roundness of
about 0.6 [Krumbein and Sloss, 1963].
The gravels were prewetted by immersion in water, at sub-atmospheric pressure (2.3 kPa,
absolute) overnight to bring the intragranular pores to effective saturation. Gravels were then
packed into water-filled, modified large Tempe cells (Soilmoisture Equipment Corp., Goleta,
CA) with 82.6 mm ID, 30 mm tall sample chambers. This packing yielded initially saturated
columns. The bottom endcap supported a fritted glass plate (Por C plates, Ace Glass, Vineland,
NJ), which was connected to an outflow pipette (Figure 4). The Por C plates have an air-entry h
≈ -440 mm, and a saturated hydraulic conductivity of about 2 x10-5 m s-1. The 7.9 mm ID plastic
outflow pipette had a capillary rise, δ, of 1 ±1 mm. The capillary rise-corrected water level in the
outflow pipette was adjusted to 1 mm below the upper surface of the gravel pack at the start of
an experiment. The pipette was then lowered such that the corrected meniscus elevation was
maintained at 5 mm below the upper gravel surface. If drainage occurs, the pipette must be
periodically shifted downwards to maintain the meniscus elevation at the targeted level. Upon
reaching a new equilibrium drainage condition, the volumetric outflow for this increment
(∆Vw(i,j)) is recorded. The pipette is then lowered and the corrected meniscus elevation
maintained at 10 mm below the upper gravel surface until the next equilibrium ∆Vw(i,j) is
obtained. This procedure is repeated in 5 mm steps until a “residual” saturation condition was
approached, where futher decreases in the reservoir elevation yielded ∆Vw(i,j) less than 0.05 mL
per 5 mm ∆h. Collection of a series of ∆Vw(i,j)/∆h data, along with determination of the porosity
of the gravel pack permitted calculation of gravity-corrected S(h) relations using Eqs.(3) and (4),
as well as uncorrected S(h) relations.
4. Results and Discussion
Column-averaged S(h) and gravity-corrected S(h) data for the 9 mm gravel are presented
in Figure 5. For this coarse gravel, gravity-corrections to S(h) are clearly needed. The
uncorrected and gravity corrected data follow distinctly different trends in the near-zero matric
head region. Three additional curves based on the gravity-corrected S(h) results are also
included. The first of these curves is fit to the gravity-correct S(h), using van Genuchten’s [1980]
method with α-1 = 4.5 mm, n = 2.13, and a residual saturation of 0.044. The van Genuchten
parameter m = 1 – (1/n) in all applications presented here. Most of the residual saturation in all
of these gravels is associated with their intragranular porosity. It should be noted that van
Genuchten relations are only used to fit gravity-corrected results. The correction depends only on
experimentally obtained measurements, and not on any specific model of S(h). The other 2
curves in Figure 5 were obtained as running averages of the fit S(h) over 30 and 50 mm matric
head intervals, in the manner previously described for Figure 1. In fact, the van Genuchten fit
and 30 mm average curve are identical to the curves presented in the earlier example. Since the
column height is 30 mm, the 30 mm moving average should closely match the uncorrected S(h)
data. The agreement between the calculated 30 mm moving average S(h) and the original
column-average S(h) indicates that the gravity correction procedure is satisfactory. The 50 mm
moving average shown in Figure 5 was calculated only to show predicted uncorrected results
with larger departures from the local S(h) for a hypothetical experiment done on a taller column.
The data and fits for the 5 mm gravel are shown in Figure 6. Again, necessity of gravitycorrections is demonstrated through distinctly different trends in the near-zero matric head region
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for the column-averaged and local S(h). As before, the 3 curves represent the van Genuchten fit
to the gravity-corrected data, a 30 mm moving average S(h), and a 50 mm moving average S(h),
with the latter curves based on the van Genuchten fit. The parameters for this fit are given in the
figure. As before, the fact that the 30 mm moving average S(h) curve fits the uncorrected S(h)
data provides support for the methodology. Again, the 50 mm moving average is included only
to illustrate magnification of errors when averaging over a longer column length.
Results from the 2 mm gravel exhibit the smallest difference between column-averaged
and local moisture characteristics (Figure 7). Although the gravity corrections should yield some
improvements in this 2 mm gravel when tested in a 30 mm tall column, the calculated 30 mm
moving average fit does not track through many of the original data points. For this grain-size,
use of a taller column would have clearly necessitated gravity-corrections, while use of a shorter
column may not require corrections.
5. Concluding Comments
A method for accounting for hydrostatic saturation profiles within columns used to
determine moisture characteristics was developed and tested on well-sorted fractions of Hanford
gravel. For the 30 mm tall columns used in these tests, gravity corrections were clearly necessary
in the 9 and 5 mm grain-size gravels. Integration of curve-fits to the corrected S(h) relations in
these cases closely matched the original column-averaged drainage curves. Results from
experiments with 2.0-2.4 mm gravel showed marginal need for the gravity-correction when 30
mm tall columns are used.
Two other factors besides mean grain-size and column height also influence whether or
not gravity corrections are needed in measurements of moisture characteristics in water-air
systems. These are the grain-size distribution and water-air surface tension. For a given average
grain-size, more monodisperse systems will require gravity-corrections because the matric head
interval associated with drainage (as well as rewetting) reduces to a very narrow range.
Conversely more polydisperse systems will require less gravity correction since they include
finer pores that generally diminish the moisture capacity in the region of maximum capacitance.
Lowering surface tension will lead to requiring gravity corrections in finer grain-size systems, in
a manner predictable from Miller-Miller scaling [Miller and Miller, 1956; Elrick et al., 1959].
The method and results presented here are part of an ongoing study on Hanford gravels
and on limits to classical unsaturated hydraulic scaling encountered at large grain-sizes. The
other aspects of unsaturated gravels being investigated include intragranular porosity and surface
area, grain surface roughness, unsaturated hydraulic conductivity relations, and conditions
necessary for occurrence of fast film flow.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. Comparison between an exact drainage curve for a gravel, and the average saturation
versus average matric head relation for a 30 mm tall column. The reference elevation for the
average matric head is located at the horizontal mid-plane of the column. Example averaging
errors at matric head values of 0 and -10 mm are shown.
Figure 2. Illustration of the correction procedure associated with samples at higher saturations
and Equations 3 a, b.
Figure 3. Illustration of the correction procedure associated with samples at lower saturations
and Equation 4.
Figure 4. Haines apparatus for measuring average saturation versus average matric head.
Components are (a) porous medium, (b) fritted glass plate, (c) vent to atmospheric pressure, (d)
outflow tube, (e) 10 mL pipette reservoir, and (f) port for draining and filling the system. Other
parameters shown are (L) the column height, (h) the average matric head, and (δ) capillary rise in
the pipette reservoir.
Figure 5. Drainage moisture characteristic for the 9 mm gravel.
Figure 6. Drainage moisture characteristic for the 5 mm gravel.
Figure 7. Drainage moisture characteristic for the 2 mm gravel.
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